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In 1998, TASCHEN introduced the world to the masterful art of Touko Laaksonen with The Art of
Pleasure. Prior to that, Laaksonen, better known as Tom of Finland, enjoyed an intense cult
following in the international gay community but was largely unknown to a broader audience.In
2009, TASCHEN followed up with the ultimate Tom overview: Tom of Finland XXL, a beautiful big
collector’s edition with over 1,000 images, covering six decades of the artist’s career. The work
was gathered from collections across the United States and Europe with the help of the Tom of
Finland Foundation, featuring many drawings, paintings, and sketches never previously
reproduced. Other images had only been seen out of context and were finally presented in the
sequential order Tom intended for full artistic appreciation and erotic impact.The elegant
oversized volume showed the full range of Tom’s talent, from sensitive portraits to frank sexual
pleasure to tender expressions of love and haunting tributes to young men struck down by AIDS,
and was completed by eight commissioned essays on Tom’s social and personal impact by
Camille Paglia, John Waters, Armistead Maupin, Todd Oldham, and others, plus a scholarly
analysis of individual drawings by art historian Edward Lucie-Smith.The only thing missing from
Tom of Finland XXL was a widely affordable price tag―until now. The new Tom of Finland XXL is
still big enough to work your biceps, and includes all of the original content, but costs a fraction
of the original price. You’re welcome.

“Is there any other artist that we ejaculate to and also have on the coffee table?” ― Time
OutAbout the AuthorJohn Waters was born in 1946 in Baltimore, Maryland, and briefly attended
New York University. He made his first film, Hag in a Black Leather Jacket, in 1964, and has
since directed 17 others, including Pink Flamingos, Polyester, Hairspray, and Pecker. He lives in
Baltimore.Camille Paglia is the author of six books, including her groundbreaking analysis of
sexual ambiguity in art and literature, Sexual Personae: Art and Decadence from Nefertiti to
Emily Dickinson. Paglia is Professor of Humanities and Media Studies at University of the Arts,
Philadelphia, PA, where she lives.Todd Oldham’s studio is a multifaceted design studio for film,
photography, furniture, interior decor, books, and even floral arrangements. He lives in New York
City and in eastern Pennsylvania.Armistead Maupin launched his fictive Tales of the City serial in
the San Francisco Chronicle in 1976, later released as a six-volume series of novels, three of
which were produced as miniseries for television. He lives in San Francisco.Edward Lucie-Smith
was born in 1933 in Kingston, Jamaica, and schooled at Oxford. He has published over 100
books, including Sexuality in Western Art and Latin American Art of the 20th Century. He lives in
London and travels extensively.
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Mariska, “Good Conceptualized forms not garbage. Good book; garbaged through the rubbish,
tore out chapters, pages, wrote alternate futures for some of the characters. 528hz handsome
handsome handsome gorgeous1 Goliath Abraxas Joey Sovereign 1981 Fae Emporer TsarDr
Pharaoh never hairy”

Ebook Library Reader, “Beautiful book, but came damaged. Beautiful book. My copy was
shipped with no protection in the box and the bottom right corner of book was dented in. Kinda
irritating since book was so expensive.”

Kevin B Poole, “I absolutely love this book 110% in love with every single page. I love everything
about this book and more. Every single page,picture and details .”

Ryan, “Great piece of Art and History. I have been wanting this since first discovering Tom of
Finland 5 years ago. The book was used and was about $80 at a book store in Portland.I opted
to get the smaller series (new) and have just been in love. Finally saw that Amazon carried it at a
reasonable price and I could not be happier to own a piece of art and history.The book like most
others are in different languages including English. Some photos are the same from other books,
but still good.”

robert t guilford, “Great gift idea for a Gay friend or bar.. Layout is spectacular. Although, some of
the drawings are exaggerated with overly graphic depictions of male endowment. Perhaps
intimidating on a personal level IF you don't have the same such "equipment". Lots of group stuff
action, which seems to be in vogue even today. All adult and the original models are adult. NOT
for prudes! Definitely not for children!”

Cane, “Great book.. There's nothing to dislike. Great addition to my collection.”

Martin, “GREAT buy.. Beautiful chronology of his work, with high quality prints.This. Book. Is.
HUGE! I can't stress how glad I am it arrived in good condition and with all the content within the
pages I'd like. It was informative about Tom's life and the motivations and technique behind his
work.If you like queer art this is a must.”

Richy K, “Not really new, but worth it.. A fantastic purchase, well worth it for such a collection if
you happen to be a fan.The outside sleeve of the hardcover book was damaged and marked in
multiple spots however. It looks like this book perhaps wasn't actually new, and was maybe
carefully owned or even just sloppily handled when packaging. The inside seems to be in mostly
almost great shape and is full of beautiful images. There are a few pages with questionable
smears and some folded edges. A great addition to our library for it's original content, not the



added extra possible DNA. I love this book, but the seller had to have known that this WAS NOT
a new book...”

Chris, “Just great!. This book is way bigger than I’ve expected so I need to find a place for it but
apart from that everything is great. Beautifully designed, high quality prints and loads of artworks
to admire. I like the fact there’s a bit of background reading as well as pictures so it helps with
better understanding of Tom’s work. I had this position in my basket for ages and I’m glad I finally
purchased it!”

Steve, “A book as magnificently oversized as Tom's heroes and just as pleasurable.. I first came
across Tom when I was in my early 20s and living in Paris in the 70s. Through reading the one
readily available French gay magazine, I received through the post a flier for the work of Tom. I
was still half trying to persuade myself that I was not gay (not least to protect my job). But the
effect of Tom's drawings was electrifying. Could I really be seeing what I thought I was seeing:
the graphic description of everything that I didn't dare accept I was desperately lusting after? In
the pre-internet age, this was stuff you just did not see at all. Yet here was everything that was
arousing about other men, not just graphically portrayed but glorified. In a society that was just
about to accept John Inman as the embodiment of what it meant to be 'queer', Tom burst like a
tiger among kittens. These men were about as un-camp as you could imagine. No part of their
anatomy, let alone a wrist, was allowed to be limp. They were hyper-masculine, dominant, ready
to convert the passing and condemnatory stranger to the joys of gay sex, completely unabashed
at what they displayed and what they did. For the first time in modern life, male same sex
attraction was glorified. All the aspects of male sexuality that one thought of furtively were there
to be displayed, accepted, enjoyed and coveted. Attractive girlfriends were no match in Tom's
cartoons for the attractions of the passing male stranger. Gay sex was so all right that Tom
portrayed it happening as much in public as in private. He legitimised one's feelings and his
heroes kicked sand in the faces of a straight world that thought all queers were pansies. He was
a pioneer but his art still resonates because it is both extreme and exquisite. This is gay pride in
art and it could not have a better champion or a better record and exposition than in this book.”

Stephen Godfrey, “Awesome. This book is worth every penny, if you are a Tom of finland fan,
then this is the definitive biography, I really can't recommend this more highly. The book is
massive and contains everything that you will ever need to know about the author, brilliant artist,
and the man himself. The cherry on the cake is that the publication is superb quality, there's just
so much incredible facts and info to discover. It's a superb and amazing book, you will be
transfixed from beginning to end.”

Greg Naylor, “Excellent. It's big, XXL is apt for the title.The book is big, the muscles are big,
well... everything about the men in here is big if you are familiar with Tom's artwork.The book



also nicely covers the life, inspirations and drives of the artist. I grew up gazing at Tom of Finland
art because it was seriously hot stuff for the adolescent boy i used to be. I mean, it's still hot now
as the man i've grown up to be, but i have also garnered much respect for the boundaries he
pushed and the stereotypes of the time that he smashed.Tip your delivery person too, this book
is heavy haha”

The Winja, “A beautiful, interesting, & XXL book in every way.... A fantastic anthology of Touko
Laaksonen's (a.k.a Tom of Finland) work. The image reproduction is superb and the layout is
great. It's a very large and heavy book and deserves the XXL title. It's a beautiful and interesting
book and well worth it's place on any gay man's coffee table.One thing to note, when I
purchased it, it was listed as paperback format at £37, but arrived in hardback form with the
outer book holder - bargain!”

The book by Robin Dodd has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 642 people have provided feedback.
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